2 Introduction {#S1}
==============

It is widely known amongst psychiatrists that schizophrenia (SCZ) and bipolar disorder (BPD) share some clinic presentations. Psychotic symptoms such as delusion and hallucination are commonly seen in patients of SCZ and BPD. Additionally, both disorders share affective deficits (manic and depressive symptoms). Family studies have shown that both disorders have relatively high heritability, and genetic factors play a critical role in the manifestation of the disorders. It is also known that environmental factors have significant impacts on the development of the disorders. In recent years, there are many reports that the two disorders share some risk genes^[@R1]-[@R3]^. More recently, polygenic analyses have demonstrated that the two disorders share aggregated genetic liability across the genome^[@R4]^. However, the extent and identity of these shared genetic risks remain largely unknown.

Rapid advance in next generation sequencing technologies has made it feasible to conduct whole transcriptome (i.e., RNA-Seq) analysis of a large number of samples. In this study, we applied comparative RNA sequencing to postmortem brain tissues from 31 SCZ patients, 25 BPD patients, and 26 healthy controls. We performed expression analyses to identify differentially expressed genes for the two disorders, and examined if these differentially expressed genes for SCZ and BPD were correlated. Based on the correlation of these differentially expressed genes, we tested whether these genes were enriched in association signals using data from the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium (PGC) stage I genome wide association studies (GWAS) of both SCZ and BPD (<https://www.nimhgenetics.org/>). In these analyses, we found evidence that genes differentially and concordantly expressed between SCZ and BPD were enriched in association signals for both diseases. We conducted further analyses to investigate these concordantly and differentially expressed genes for enrichment of rare variants and biological pathways. From these analyses, we obtained independent evidence that SCZ and BPD shared multiple pathways in genetic liability.

3 Materials and Methods {#S2}
=======================

3.1 RNA sequencing {#S3}
------------------

In this study, we used the array collection samples from Stanley Medical Research Institute (SMRI, <http://www.stanleyresearch.org/dnn/>) for transcriptome sequencing. The array collection, consisted of postmortem brain samples from 35 SCZ patients, 35 BPD patients and 35 healthy controls. The brain region used was anterior cingulate cortex (Brodmann region 24), a region known to be involved in learning and executive functions, which are deficit in SCZ patients. Image studies of SCZ patients also showed abnormalities in this region^[@R5],[@R6]^. The brain regions were dissected by the staff at SMRI, and total RNA was isolated by SMRI staff using the trizol method. Total RNA samples were delivered by dry ice to Beijing Genomics Institute (BGI), China for whole transcriptome sequencing. Some RNA samples were degraded during the transportation, and several batches of delivery were made in a period of 6 months. RNA samples were quality-controlled by BGI staff using Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer with RNA6000 test kit. The concentration of total RNA, RNA integrity number value and the ratio of 28S and 18S ribosomal RNA were measured. Samples with total RNA amount of ≥ 5μg, concentration of ≥ 80 μg/μl, RNA integrity number ≥7, and 28S/18S ratio of ≥1.0 were selected for sequencing. Messenger RNAs were extracted from the total RNA by oligo(dT) beads. Selected mRNAs were then sheared randomly into 200 bp fragments, and these mRNA fragments were reverse-transcribed into cDNA using random hexamers. Synthesized cDNA was purified using QiaQuick PCR extraction kit, and ligated with sequencing adaptors, which contained sample ID information when multiple subjects were pooled. After limited amplification with PCR (15 cycles), the cDNA were size-selected and purified by agarose gel electrophoresis. cDNA with sizes between 200 and 300 bp were selected for library construction. Libraries were sequenced by Genome Analyzer II and HiSeq 2000 instruments using paired-end chemistry. The average reading length is about 90 bp. Due to RNA delivery and quality issues, library construction and sequencing were done in several batches. Batches 1-5 were sequenced with Genome Analyzer II and batch 6 was sequenced with HiSeq 2000. In batch 5, five samples were pooled and sequenced in a single lane.

3.2 Base-calling, read quality control and mapping {#S4}
--------------------------------------------------

RNA-Seq was conducted over a period of 6 months using different Illumina sequencers. In order to ensure the consistency of the data, we redid base-calling of raw reads with HiSeq 2000 pipeline (Hiseq version HCS1.0.69). Sequence reads with adaptor contamination, or with more than 5% unscored bases, or with 50% of the bases with low quality score (PHRED scor 5) were removed. The cleaned reads were then aligned and mapped to the human genome reference sequence (UCSC hg18) using the SOAP software.^[@R7],[@R8]^ For the alignment and mapping, the maximum of allowable mismatch was set to 3 for each read. Only reads uniquely mapped to genes were used to calculate the gene expression level. Reads per kilo-base per million reads (RPKM)^[@R9]^ were used as an index for gene expression. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were identified using SOAP SNP program.^[@R8],[@R10]^

3.3 Differential gene expression {#S5}
--------------------------------

SMRI provided information on many covariates for both primary and replication samples (detailed below), which had been shown to affect expression levels. We selected genes whose expression levels were high enough to be modeled as continuous data, and used a standard linear model for our analysis. It is generally considered that a continuous approximation fits adequately to count data if the mean count is at least five, and fewer than 20% of sample values are zero. Therefore we first removed genes with a mean count under five or over 20% zeros. We computed RPKM values for those genes. We further removed genes whose median or median absolute deviation (MAD) was low (\< 0.5 RPKM or \< 0.25 RPKM, respectively), leaving 14,454 genes for our differential expression analysis.

For purposes of multivariate analysis we used a log-transform of the RPKM measure, with a positive offset of the maximum of the 10^th^ percentile of values or 0.1 to ensure the logarithm was well-defined. We then fitted a linear model to estimate the effects of the technical and sample covariates believed to affect expression levels and subtracted these effects from the logarithmic values.

We did all differential expression calculations in R. We first noticed that there were many outliers (values at least 3 MAD from the median) in the gene expression data, and therefore we winsorized the data before fitting a linear model. We fitted a linear model for main effects of diagnosis on gene expression level, including the following nuisance sample covariates: age, sex, cumulative anti-psychotic use (which was square root transformed), and these technical covariates: cDNA concentration, RNA integrity number, brain pH, postmortem interval, and batch number. All of these covariates contributed significantly to several hundred or thousand genes. We did not include other potentially relevant covariates such as illegal drug use or alcohol, after testing that they seemed to contribute little or nothing to expression variation. We had insufficient data on smoking to include it as a covariate.

We fitted the linear model with a step-down procedure: for each gene we fitted the full model with all covariates and then retained in the model for that gene only those variables whose significance was moderate to high as assessed by p-value less than 0.16, which corresponds to a chi-square greater than 2; that in turn is equivalent to the widely used Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) for variable inclusion. Then we re-fitted the model using only the selected variables, including diagnosis, to obtain the coefficients, t-statistics, and p-values, which were reported in this article.

3.4 Correlation between differentially expressed genes between SCZ and BPD {#S6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate whether differentially expressed genes in SCZ correlated with those differentially expressed in BPD, we refined our differential gene expression analyses by using independent controls for SCZ and BPD. We divided our full set of controls randomly into 2 independent groups and fitted the full model for the SCZ cases with one group of the controls and fitted separately for BPD cases with the other group of controls. We repeated this process 100 times. For each random division we obtained a full set of t-scores for differential gene expression in SCZ and in BPD. We then computed the correlations between each of these statistically independent t-score sets.

In order to identify a set of genes, whose t-scores for SCZ and BPD were both concordant and larger than expected by chance, we developed a simple test based on the products of the t-scores. The product would be large only when both t-scores were fairly large and of the same sign. However, as already noted, we would expect some correlations between t-scores through having a common set of controls. Therefore, we generated a null distribution of products of t-scores with the correlation expected from having a common set of controls. We then applied a false discovery rate threshold of 0.1, which means that the number of genes expected to have products exceeding that threshold by chance was less than 10% of the number observed in the data. The set of genes exceeding this threshold was defined as differentially and concordantly expressed genes (DCEGs) between SCZ and BPD, and they would be used in further functional and enrichment analyses.

3.5 Association enrichment test for DCEGs {#S7}
-----------------------------------------

The significantly expressed genes in SCZ and BPD, as well as their DCEGs, were tested for enrichment of association signals from GWAS data in PGC SCZ^[@R11]^ and BPD^[@R12]^ cohorts. To perform the analysis we first obtained the gene statistics and p-values using the VEGAS sum of squares approach^[@R13]^. Based on VEGAS summaries, the enrichment of association signals was assessed using a Simes test for p-values and non-parametric relative rank p-value of genes significantly co-expressed at q-values of 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01, respectively.

3.6 Rare variants analysis {#S8}
--------------------------

To determine if the frequency of transcribed rare variants (RVs, minor allele frequency in the sequenced population \< 1 %) in DCEGs was elevated when compared to controls, for each individual, we first assessed the RV heterozygous status for SNPs in genes shown to be significantly co-expressed in SCZ and BPD patients. Subsequently, we tested for increased heterozygote rates in cases of SCZ and BPD when compared to controls. The test was carried out for genes found to be significantly co-expressed in patients at three levels of q-value:^[@R14]^ 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01. In our statistical tests the number of RVs for an individual was modeled as a dependent variable in a Poisson regression having the case-control status as a covariate. Because of the large differences in coverage between the different diagnostic groups, we performed the statistical analysis on a reduced data set obtained by fully matching cases and controls for coverage (as measured by RPKM) using MatchIt package in R.^[@R15]^

3.7 Pathway and pathway crosstalk analysis {#S9}
------------------------------------------

We conducted pathway enrichment analysis of three gene sets: (1) differentially expressed genes in SCZ (105 genes); (2) differentially expressed genes in BPD (153 genes); and (3) the differentially and coordinately expressed genes between SCZ and BPD (q value ≤ 0.05, 213 genes). In these enrichment analyses, we used hypergeometric test implemented in the tool WebGestalt (version 2)^[@R16]^ and the canonical pathways from the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database. To avoid too many or too few genes to be considered in each pathway analysis, we only included the pathways whose sizes were between 5 and 250 genes.^[@R17]^ The p-values from hypergeometric tests were further adjusted by Benjamini-Hochberg method.^[@R18]^ Only those pathways with adjusted p-values \< 0.05 were considered statistically significantly enriched.

We further examined how those enriched pathways interact with each other in terms of their function and regulation. Specifically, we applied the Character Sub-Pathway Network (CSPN) algorithm^[@R19]^ to sift significantly interacting pathway pairs. CSPN was designed to prioritize pathway pairs having a large number of pathway-bridging Protein-Protein Interactions (PPIs) that would be unlikely to exist in randomly permuted PPI networks (details are available in reference^[@R19]^). We used the human PPI data from the Protein Interaction Network Analysis (PINA) platform^[@R20]^ (September 14, 2012) as the reference network in this pathway crosstalk analysis. Our working PPI network included a total of 11,318 nodes (protein-coding genes) and 67,936 interactions. We restricted the analysis specifically to the DCEGs and the pathways enriched by them. When running CSPN, a mode "OR" was selected, meaning that we considered all PPIs formed by the DCEGs as well as their one-step extension. In the final step, we selected the significant pathway interaction pairs as having permutation p-values less than 0.05.

4 Results {#S10}
=========

4.1 Descriptive summary {#S11}
-----------------------

We obtained total RNAs for all 105 subjects from the Stanley Foundation for transcriptome sequencing. Due to quantity and quality issues, only 83 subjects were sequenced (31 SCZ patients, 26 BPD patients, and 26 controls; one BPD subject, AC-36, was dropped from analyses per Stanley\'s recommendation). A summary of descriptive statistics of the data was provided in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Overall, we had more sequencing reads for the SCZ samples, and the coverage of genes and the number of SNPs identified were approximately proportional to the number of sequence reads.

4.2 Differentially expressed genes in SCZ and BPD {#S12}
-------------------------------------------------

After mapping the reads to the human reference genome (hg18), we calculated RPKM values for all known transcripts for each of the sequenced subjects. After removing the genes with low counts, we treated the RPKM as continuous data, and modeled the main effect (diagnostic groups) by linear regression with age, sex, psychotic use, RNA integrity number, brain pH, postmortem interval, and batch number. In these analyses, we identified 105 and 153 genes differentially expressed in SCZ and BPD, respectively, by controlling false discovery rate using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure^[@R18]^ (q value ≤ 0.1) ([Supplementary Table S1](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Nine genes (*FER*, *FGF13*, *IDH1*, *DYNLT3*, *TRPV1*, *CBFA2T2*, *MTA2*, *IGSF11*, and *NAP1L5*) were shared in both lists. Functional analysis using KEGG pathway annotations revealed that the regulation of cytoskeleton, Huntington\'s disease and axon guidance pathways were enriched for genes differentially expressed in SCZ ([Supplementary Table S2](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A similar analysis was conducted with those genes differentially expressed in BPD, which resulted in a total of 26 pathways that were enriched with BPD genes ([Supplementary Table S3](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The regulation of cytoskeleton and Huntington\'s disease pathways were enriched in differentially expressed genes for both disorders.

4.3 Correlation in gene expression between SCZ and BPD {#S13}
------------------------------------------------------

Based on polygenic analyses of SCZ and BPD, there was substantial overlap of genetic risks between the two disorders. We were interested in examining the correlation of gene expression between these two disorders. Since the control group was shared between SCZ and BPD, to avoid the bias caused by the shared controls, we used the bootstrap technique to randomly sample half (13 subjects) of the controls and compared gene expression of these control subjects with SCZ patients, and used the other half of the controls to calculate the t-scores for BPD. We then plot the median t-scores for the two disorders ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Based on the 100 bootstraps, the median correlation between SCZ and BPD was 0.285 with a standard deviation of 0.10, which was statistically significant (p \< 0.002). To facilitate further analyses of those concordantly expressed genes between SCZ and BPD, we took the product of t-scores of differential expression analyses between SCZ/control and BPD/control, and defined those genes with a t-product q value ≤ 0.1 as differentially and concordantly expressed genes (DCEGs). In the following analyses, we used three cutoff q-values: 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01. There were 885 DCEGs by q\<0.1, 213 DCEGs by q\<0.05, and 53 DCEGs by q\<0.01 ([Supplementary Table S4](#SD5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results indicated that there were substantial genes differentially expressed in both SCZ and BPD, and the expression of these genes was correlated.

4.4 DCEGs enrichment in association signals {#S14}
-------------------------------------------

To evaluate whether DCEGs were enriched in association signals for the disorders, we conducted enrichment test using the PGC stage I GWAS datasets from NIMH Genetics Repository (<https://www.nimhgenetics.org/>). We conducted 2 separate analyses. One was the sum of squares test, with which we evaluated whether the DCEGs had more small p-values than that in the null distribution. The other was the Simes test, by which we evaluated if the DCEGs had improved ranks relative to the genes ranked by GWASs. The results were summarized in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Genes with cut-offs at q-values of 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 were all significantly enriched in association signals for both SCZ and BPD. However, the enrichment did not surpass that of the GWASs, as indicated by the Simes test of relative ranks. Of the 885 DCEGs, 758 genes were included in gene based association analyses of the GWAS datasets, and 105 genes showed nominally significant association with SCZ and 82 showed nominally significant association with BPD. There were 24 genes showed association (p ≤ 0.05) with both diseases ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). An examination of the functions of these genes showed that many of them were involved in membrane and intracellular vesicle trafficking and transport directly (SUFU, AKTIP and COG7) and indirectly (DDR1, MAN1A1, NTRK3, PPM1A, TGFA, C10ORG26 and LBH). These were consistent with the results of KEGG pathway crosstalk analyses of the DCEGs that showed interconnected regulation network centered on the regulation of cytoskeleton, phagocytosis and axon guidance (see below). Furthermore, other genes (*TGFA*, *JAM3*) were involved in cell-cell junction pathway that was implicated in SCZ. *DDR1*^[@R21],[@R22]^, *NTRK3*^[@R23],[@R24]^ and *C10ORF26*^[@R25],[@R26]^ had been reported to be associated with SCZ and BPD.

4.5 DCGEs enrichment in rare variants {#S15}
-------------------------------------

There was evidence that rare variants contributed significantly to the genetic risks of both SCZ and BPD. We were interested in testing if DCEGs between SCZ and BPD were enriched in rare variants. Towards this end, we defined the rare variants as those observed only once in our RNA-Seq dataset. We first identified all SNPs in the 82 sequenced subjects. On average, there were about 1.5, 0.7 and 2.1 million SNPs identified for each subject in the controls, BPD and SCZ patients respectively ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The difference in the number of SNPs identified among the 3 groups was proportional to the depth of sequencing, as expected. In this analysis, we included only those SNPs with one observed heterozygote. For each observed rare variant, we matched it to individuals from other groups with similar sequencing coverage using a matching procedure implemented in MatchIt package in R. We found that subjects diagnosed with SCZ had more rare variants compared to healthy controls. However, we did not find more rare variants in BPD patients ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Since the power to discover rare variants was proportional to sequence coverage, the negative results for BPD could be due to the lower sequencing coverage of the BPD subjects.

4.6 Pathway enrichment analyses of the DCEGs {#S16}
--------------------------------------------

We conducted pathway enrichment analyses for the DCEGs between SCZ and BPD using the KEGG pathway annotations. Since there were too many genes (n = 885) with t-product q value ≤ 0.1, we selected the genes with q value cutoff at 0.05 (213 genes) for these analyses. We found 18 pathways that were statistically significantly enriched in the DCEGs ([Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). Among the most significant pathways were lysosome, Huntington\'s disease, Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis and regulation of actin cytoskeleton. Of the 110 genes in the KEGG lysosome pathway, 19 genes had differential expression p values ≤ 0.05 for SCZ, and 17 genes had p values ≤ 0.05 for BPD. Moreover, we found that amongst the 104 genes with PGC GWAS data, 17 and 16 genes had gene-based p values ≤ 0.05 in SCZ and BPD, respectively. Of these genes, 5 (*GNPTG*, *PPT2*, *AP3B2*, *ATP6V0D1* and *GGA2*) had association p values ≤ 0.05 in both SCZ and BPD. The Simes test indicated that genes in lysosome pathway were enriched for association signals in both SCZ and BPD (p = 0.02 and 0.05, respectively). For Huntington\'s disease pathway, there were 155 genes included in the PGC GWAS dataset. We found 26 and 9 genes showing nominal association with SCZ and BPD, respectively, and 2 genes (*NDUFAB1* and *CREB1*) were associated with both diseases. The Simes test indicted that Huntington\'s disease pathway was also enriched with association signals in both SCZ and BPD (p = 0.005 and 0.06 respectively).

To better explore the functional relationship of genes involved in SCZ and BPD, we performed pathway crosstalk analyses. Among the 18 pathways shown in [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"} above, we found 13 pairs of pathways were statistically significantly interlinked ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Three pathways had the strongest pair-wise interactions: Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis, Axon guidance, and regulation of actin cytoskeleton. The interactions of these three pathways were primarily contributed by interaction pairs of DCEGs: GSN, LIMK1, PAK3, and RDX (see Supplementary Figure S1). There are 10 genes (*CDC42, CFL1*, *CFL2, LIMK1, LIMK2, MAPK1, MAPK3, PAK1, RAC1,* and *RAC2*) shared amongst these 3 pathways. Based on these shared genes, a regulatory network shared by SCZ and BPD is emerging: small GTPases (RAC1, RAC2 and CDC42) take upstream signals to activate PAK1, which in turn phosphorylates LIMK1 and LIMK2, leading to the phosphorylation of CFL1 and CFL2. Phosphorylated CFL1 and CFL2 directly regulate the assembling of actin filaments, resulting in changes of cytoskeleton in response to signals received at cell surface and intracellular stimuli ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, RAC1/RAC2 can also direct the signal to endocytosis,^[@R27]^ regulating endosome/membrane trafficking.

4.7 Replication of enriched pathways and regulatory network {#S17}
-----------------------------------------------------------

To verify the shared pathways and regulatory networks amongst the DCEGs, we obtained an independent RNA-Seq dataset. The subjects used in this replication data were from SMRI neuropathology collection, including 14 SCZ patients, 14 BPD patients and 15 healthy controls. The brain region used in this dataset was hippocampus, and the preparation of RNA and the sequencing were conducted researchers at SMIR. Standard procedures for base-calling and quality controls were applied. On average, the replication samples had higher sequencing reads (54.6 million reads/subject, and 912 reads/gene) compared to our primary samples ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), but the RPKM was comparable (26.65 RPKM/gene). Due to higher sequencing coverage, slightly more genes were covered by the sequencing (16,845 genes/subject).

We conducted similar analyses to identify differentially expressed genes in SCZ, and BDP (see [Supplementary methods](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details). In the differential expression analyses, we found that the p value distributions were largely indistinguishable from the null for both SCZ and BPD. When FDR techniques were applied, the best q value for SCZ was 0.2291, and the best q value for BPD was 0.7267. Based on these results, we failed to replicate the differentially expressed genes obtained from the primary samples for both SCZ and BPD. While disappointing, it was not unexpected since the replication sample size was just half of that of the primary sample. We were underpowered for replication.

Although we could not verify individual genes whether they were differentially expressed in SCZ and BPD, we reasoned that the top ranked genes (by p values) in the differential analyses were still likely to be enriched for those biological pathways involved in these diseases. Thus, we selected the same number of genes differentially expressed in the primary sample for SCZ (105) and BPD (151), and treated them as the most likely candidates for pathway and network analyses. The analyses identified 16 pathways enriched in the SCZ candidates and 22 pathways enriched in the BPD candidates ([Supplementary Tables S6](#SD7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S7](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The regulation of actin cytoskeleton pathway identified by the differentially expressed genes in SCZ from the primary sample was enriched (p = 0.0268) in the top-ranked SCZ genes from the replication sample. The lysosome pathway (p = 0.0442) was also enriched in these top-ranked SCZ genes. As described above, lysosome pathway was one of the most significant pathways identified by the DCEGs from the primary sample. No pathways identified from the top-ranked BPD candidates overlapped with that identified from the primary samples. The Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis pathway, another pathway identified by the DCEGs of primary sample, was statistically significantly enriched (p = 0.0105) among these top-ranked BPD candidates.

Using the same rationale, we selected 213 genes ranked by the t-product of the replication sample as our candidates of DCEGs, and performed pathway and pathway cross-talk analyses as with the primary samples. Pathway analyses revealed 13 pathways enriched in these top ranked DCEG candidates ([Supplementary Table S8](#SD9){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the small cell lung cancer pathway (p = 0.0066) was a direct replication of the pathways found in the primary sample. Taking the 18 pathways from the primary sample as a whole set, we found no enrichment of these 18 pathways in the top-ranked DCEG candidates (p-value=0.44), but we did found significant enrichment in an extended set of these candidates together with their immediate PPI neighbors (p-value=6.78×10^−10^). This suggested that while these DCEG candidates were not reliably selected due to the sample size, they did include the immediate interacting proteins of the 18 pathways. To evaluate how these 18 pathways interacted with each other in the replication dataset, a cross-talk analysis was performed for the top-ranked candidate DCEGs in the PPI network background. This analysis showed that the interactions among the regulation of actin cytoskeleton, axon guidance, Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis and pancreatic cancer pathways had similar network between the primary and replication samples (comparing [Figure 2A and 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that these interactions are likely to be shared between SCZ and BPD.

5 Conclusion and Discussion {#S18}
===========================

SCZ and BPD share many clinic symptoms, and in recent years there is evidence that they share genetic etiology. Using GWAS data, Purcell et al.^[@R4]^ demonstrated that genetic liability scores of SCZ could reliably predict the diagnosis of BPD, indicating the shared liability between these two diseases. Analyses of gene expression also suggested the correlation of gene expression between the two disorders^[@R28]^. However, there has been no report yet that integrates both GWAS and expression data to systematically examine the relationship between the two diseases. In this study, we conducted whole transcriptome sequencing analyses of 82 subjects of SCZ, BPD and controls, tested the expression correlation between the diseases for all differentially expressed genes, and compared the association of these genes with the diseases using GWAS data. In these analyses, we found many genes differentially expressed in either SCZ or BPD patients. Many of these genes have been reported in the literature with association evidence to either SCZ, or BPD, or both. Of particular interest is that we found many of these differentially expressed genes in SCZ and BPD were also correlated in expression between SCZ and BPD. Based on this finding, we sought to test if these DCEGs were enriched in genetic association signals, and furthermore, to identify biological pathways shared by these disorders. By using GWAS datasets for SCZ and BPD, we found that DCEGs were enriched in association signals for both SCZ and BPD, and many of these genes were involved in interconnected pathways. Using an independent transcriptome sequencing dataset from the hippocampus of SCZ and BPD patients, we largely replicated the core interactions of this interconnected network. These results suggested that the shared clinic presentation of symptoms may have common genetic etiology, and further study of these shared biological pathways and processes can provide valuable information to the treatment and diagnosis of these two disorders.

5.1 Correlation in gene expression and association between SCZ and BPD {#S19}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

It has long been speculated that similar clinic presentation of symptoms between SCZ and BPD might originate from shared pathophysiology and etiology. In recent years, accumulating evidence suggested that they share some genetic liabilities. Many candidate genes have been tested for association with SCZ and BPD, and some of them showed association with both diseases. Under polygenic framework, it is shown that aggregated risk factors for SCZ can reliably predict BPD diagnosis,^[@R4]^ confirming the shared genetic risks between these disorders. Expression analyses have also shown correlation between SCZ and BPD^[@R28]^. However, no genetic associations are provided to support the observed correlation in gene expression. In this study, we showed that many genes differentially expressed in the two diseases were also expressed concordantly between the two diseases. Using GWAS data, we further demonstrated that many of these same genes, i.e. DCEGs, were associated with both diseases in gene-based testing ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). To our knowledge, this present study is the first to show that for a significant number of genes, genetic association and gene expression are correlated between SCZ and BPD. When the functions of these genes are examined, they are involved in a limited number of biological pathways and processes that are interconnected (see below for more discussions). If this observation is proved to be true, it would have significant clinic implications. Drugs targeting these pathways have the potential to treat both SCZ and BPD. As matter of fact, clinicians have used same drugs to treat both diseases and observed similar efficacies.

We also noticed that while these DCGEs were enriched in association signals, the degree of enrichment did not surpass that of GWASs since the Simes rank test was not significant for SCZ or BPD. This suggested that using data from gene expression alone is not very likely to identify those genes with small effects. In order to accomplish this goal, it is necessary to combine information from multiple different sources. In our analyses, we also found that the DCGEs were enriched with rare variants for SCZ. In contrast, we did not observe an enrichment of rare variants in BPD samples. We believe that this is likely due to the relatively lower sequencing coverage of the BPD samples. Another possible factor is that the sample size is too small to have enough power in rare variant comparison. Future studies using more samples will be needed to validate this finding.

5.2 SCZ and BPD share interconnected pathways {#S20}
---------------------------------------------

Analyses of DCEGs indicated that these genes were enriched in a variety of pathways ([Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). Using an independent RNA-Seq data from the hippocampus, we were able to confirm one of the pathways (small cell lung cancer), and the core of pathway interaction network. Despite the smaller sample size and of different brain region of the replication sample, therefore, likely underpowered, the replication of the core interactions between the regulation of actin cytoskeleton, axon guidance and Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis implied its importance in both SCZ and BPD as well as their shared genetic risk between these interactions. Of note, in both the primary and replication samples, we observed that the pancreatic cancer pathway interacted significantly with the regulation of actin cytoskeleton, axon guidance and Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis. The implication of these interactions and the small cell lung cancer pathway was not immediately clear. One of the possibilities is that genes involved in pancreatic cancer and small cell lung cancer pathways have some novel functions in the brain tissues that have not been well studied so these genes remain associated primarily with cancers.

The pathways discovered in the DCEGs are biologically interconnected. The lysosome pathway was one of the most significant pathways implicated in our DCEG pathway analyses. While this pathway was not replicated by the top-ranked DCEG candidates of the replication sample, it was replicated by the top-ranked differentially expressed genes in SCZ. The lysosome pathway influences many cellular processes, such as vesicle trafficking, protein maturation and modification and degradation, endocytosis, phagocytosis, metabolic pathway and exocytosis, by changing the dynamics of available endosomes, which in turn are involved in a variety of processes regulating cell-cell communication, cell growth and differentiation, apoptosis and immune responses. Endocytosis can remove active membrane proteins such as receptors for neurotransmitters and growth factors from cytoplasm membrane, sequestering their signal transduction. ^[@R29]-[@R31]^ These proteins can then be recycled back to plasma membrane, or ubiquitinized and delivered to lysosome for degradation. Lysosomal enzymes are synthesized in the endoplasmic reticulum, and transported through the Golgi apparatus to endosomes, which then mature to fully functional lysosomes. Other membrane enzymes/receptors undergo post-translational modifications (glycosylation, palmitoylation and other modifications) in the endoplasmic reticulum and then delivered to their destination via endosomes. Phagocytosis is a cellular response to clear dead cells or exogenous pathogens, in this process, dead cells or pathogens are engulfed and delivered to lysosome for digestion. The Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis pathway was identified by the top-ranked candidate genes in BPD as well. There is ample evidence that lysosomal dysregulation is linked to neuronal cell survival, leading to neurodegenerative diseases. In fact, there are suggestions that the Huntington\'s disease and Alzheimer\'s disease are caused in part by lysosomal dysfunction.^[@R32]-[@R35]^ Intriguingly, DCEGs were enriched for genes involved in both pathways of Huntington\'s and Alzheimer\'s diseases as well ([Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}).

The regulation of actin cytoskeleton is another pathway identified by the DCEGs, and confirmed by the top-ranked differentially expressed candidate genes in SCZ. It is involved in many of the same pathways described above. All the processes discussed above require remodeling of cytoskeleton. Normally, the initial events for cytoskeleton remodeling come from cell membrane. This could be the binding of G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR) to its ligands such as neurotransmitters, growth factors and other signaling molecules. Depending on the nature of the GPCRs, small Rho GTPases (RAC1/RAC2, CDC42) are activated. Activated small GTPases funnel the signal to PAK (p21 protein (Cdc42/Rac)-activated kinase), LIMK (LIM domain kinase) and CFL (cofilin), leading to the stabilization of actin filaments, therefore, remodeling the cytoskeleton.^[@R36]-[@R38]^ The backbone of this signaling process, i.e. from RAC/CDC42 to CFL, is implicated in our analyses of the DCEGs. The three interacting pathways (regulation of actin cytoskeleton, Fc gamma receptor mediated phagocytosis, and axon guidance) share 10 genes (*CDC42, CFL1*, *CFL2, LIMK1, LIMK2, MAPK1, MAPK3, PAK1, RAC1,* and *RAC2*), forming the backbone described above. *PAK1* and *LIMK1* are amongst the DCEGs discovered in this study. In addition, several other genes involved in the same pathways, CDC42EP1, CDC42EP2, GSN, PAK3, PLXNA4, PLXNB3, RDX, and SEMA6A have differential and concordant expression between SCZ and BPD. There is ample evidence that rearrangement of cytoskeleton is essential for neuronal cell maturation and migration, neurite outgrowth, and maintenance of synaptic density and plasticity.^[@R36],[@R37],[@R39]-[@R41]^ In fact, there are reports that the CDC42 signaling, especially the PAK1 gene, is involved in SCZ.^[@R38],[@R42],[@R43]^ The semaphorin-plexin signaling is known to be involved in axon guidance, and is implicated in SCZ as well.^[@R44]-[@R46]^ Integrin signaling and WNT signaling, which are reported to be associated with SCZ and BPD,^[@R47]-[@R51]^ also use the small GTPase pathways. Dysregulation and disturbance of these pathways in the central nervous system could have severe consequences and manifest as SCZ and BPD.

The axon guidance pathway interacts with the regulation of actin cytoskeleton and Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis pathways, constitutes the core interaction network ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In the replication sample we did not directly replicate this pathway. However, when all the top-ranked DCEG candidates from the replication sample were pooled for pathway interaction analyses, this pathway was found interacting with both Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis and regulation of actin cytoskeleton pathways ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the top-ranked DCEG candidates also identified the focal adhesion pathway ([Supplementary Table S8](#SD9){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which was also identified by the top-ranked differentially expressed gene candidates in both SCZ and BPD ([Supplementary Tables S6](#SD7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S7](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), a pathway that regulates the cues for axon guidance and growth.^[@R52]-[@R54]^ The ECM (extracellular matrix) receptor interaction pathway, identified by the top ranked DCEG candidates of replication sample, is also involved in the regulation of axon guidance.^[@R55],[@R56]^ All these suggest that the replication sample does provide supporting evidence that the axon guidance pathway is involved in both SCZ and BPD.

The notion that these interconnected pathways are involved in both SCZ and BPD is supported by several lines of independent evidence. Molecular studies have indicated that the lysosomal functions are involved in SCZ and BPD. *DTNBP1* gene was first identified as a risk gene for SCZ,^[@R57]^ and was later found to play a key role in the BLOC1 (biogenesis of lysosome-related organelles complex-1) functions relevant to multiple psychiatric disorders.^[@R58]^ *AP3B2* encodes an adaptor protein involved in cargo selection of clathrin mediated endocytosis, and it had been implicated in synaptic vesicle formation and recycling.^[@R59],[@R60]^ Adaptor protein complex was found physically interacting with BLOC1, linking genetic risk of SCZ to lysosomal functions and endosome trafficking.^[@R61]-[@R63]^ In fact, there is a hypothesis articulating that endocytosis is the common pathophysiology underlying SCZ and BPD.^[@R64]^ This hypothesis is supported by the finding of involvement of clathrin-mediated endocytosis in both SCZ and BPD through a systematic examination of protein expression of mid-hippocampus samples of well-matched groups of 20 SCZ subjects, 20 BPD subjects, and 20 control subjects.^[@R65]^ The subjects used in this proteomic study were the same as our primary sample. Although different brain regions were investigated, and more specific comparison is needed, the finding based on GWAS and transcriptomic data in this study generally converges on that from the proteomic data. Additionally, other known candidate genes for the two diseases are either a part of these pathways or modulated by these pathways. DTNBP1 interacts with the BLOCK1 complex, and is part of the lysosomal pathway.^[@R66]^ DISC1 is involved in the ERBB signaling, the ERB receptor, FGF receptor, and other neurotransmitter receptors that are all modulated by endocytosis and exocytosis, which in turn are hinged on the efficiency of lysosomes. *DISC1* is another risk gene to both SCZ and BPD^[@R67]^ that has been found to be involved in the regulation of cytoskeleton.^[@R68]^ More recently, analyses of copy number variations and *de novo* mutations also implicated cytoskeleton regulation in SCZ.^[@R69],[@R70]^ CDC42 is a key regulator of cytoskeleton and focal adhesion, and this pathway is reported to be involved in SCZ.^[@R42],[@R43],[@R71]^ *PLXNA2, PLXNB3* and *SEMA3A*, component of axon guidance pathway, are also reported to be associated with SCZ.^[@R44]-[@R46]^ Furthermore, dysfunction of these processes have been shown to influence immune responses and trigger apoptosis; both of which have been speculated to be involved in SCZ and BPD.^[@R72]-[@R76]^

Our study has some limitations. While the sample size of the primary sample is reasonable for expression study, it may be under powered for rare variant analyses. For the replication sample, the sample size may not have sufficient power to verify the findings of the primary sample. This may be the main reason why we could not clearly define the differentially expressed genes in SCZ and BPD, and the DCEGs in replication sample. The use of hippocampus to replicate results from cingulate cortex adds complexity in the interpretation of the results, although it is well established that both the cortex and hippocampus are involved in SCZ and BPD.^[@R65],[@R77],[@R78]^ While we have provided evidence from gene expression and genetic association that these pathways and processes are shared between SCZ and BPD, we could not determine to what extent that a particular pathway influences SCZ or BPD, neither could we quantify the relative influences between the two diseases. Further research with other information is warranted to answer these questions.

In summary, by combining data from transcriptome-sequencing and GWAS, we provide corroborative evidence that an interconnected pathway network of remodeling of actin cytoskeleton and regulation of lysosomal function underlies the common causes of SCZ and BPD. This inference is consistent with a large body of literature of SCZ and BPD studies. We believe that further study of these pathways will provide information to clarify the commonality and difference between the two diseases, and help clinic diagnosis and treatment.
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![Correlation of gene expression between schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. T-test scores from differential expression analyses of schizophrenia and bipolar disorder were plotted. This plot is a typical among the 100 trials in which half of the control samples (n=26) were randomly selected for controls for schizophrenia and the other half for bipolar disorder. The correlation coefficient (r = 0.285 ± 0.10) was the median of these 100 trials.](nihms-606329-f0001){#F1}

![Pathway interaction networks for differentially and concordantly expressed genes (DCEG) and top-ranked candidates between schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. A. Interaction network constructed from the pathways significantly enriched with DCEGs from the discovery sample. Node size and edge width are proportional to pathway enrichment significance level and pathway interaction significance level, respectively. Fc gamma receptor mediated phagocytosis, regulation of actin cytoskeleton, and axon guidance pathways had the strongest mutual interactions, and the triangle formed by these three pathways were highlighted by solid, red edges. B. Interaction network constructed from the top-ranked DCEG candidates from the replication sample. The legends were the same as in A. The interactions between the regulation of actin cytoskeleton, axon guidance, Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis and pancreatic cancer were replicated between the discovery and replication samples.](nihms-606329-f0002){#F2}

![Biological processes implicated from the pathways enriched with differentially and coordinately expressed genes in schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. The solid arrows indicate known regulatory relationships. The dashed arrows denote relationships with some unknown links. Double-lined arrows denote the interacting relationships identified in this study. Red color denotes differentially and coordinately expressed genes in schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. L, ligand; N, neurophilin; P, plexin; and S, semaphorin.](nihms-606329-f0003){#F3}

###### 

Sequencing summary

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Group   N    Total\       Reads\            Reads\           Reads\   RPKM\   Coverage\   \# Genes\   \# SNPs\
               Reads\       Mapped\           Mapped\          /Gene    /Gene   /Gene\      Sequenced   Identified
               /Subject     to\               to Gene\                          (%)                     
                            Genome\           (%)                                                       
                            (%)                                                                         
  ------- ---- ------------ ----------------- ---------------- -------- ------- ----------- ----------- ------------
  CTRL    26   11,426,942   9999730 (87.5)    5320966 (46.5)   315      24.69   0.55        15,879      1,517,598

  BPD     26   5,272,478    4665049 (88.5)    2314132 (43.8)   144      25.92   0.47        15,294      695,509

  SCZ     31   14,733,231   12894782 (87.5)   6418990 (43.5)   378      23.59   0.62        16,640      2,128,528
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RPKM: reads per kilo-base-pair per million reads.

###### 

Differentially and concordantly expressed genes (DCEGs) between schizophrenia and bipolar disorder are enriched with association signals

  Q-value cut-off (Number of genes)   SCZ            BPD                
  ----------------------------------- -------------- ------ ----------- ------
  0.10 (885)                          **\<10^−7^**   0.95   **0.029**   0.56
  0.05 (213)                          **0.006**      0.94   **0.007**   0.17
  0.01 (53)                           **0.012**      0.71   **0.039**   0.40

###### 

List of differentially and concordantly expressed genes (DCEGs) that are associated with both SCZ and BPD

  DCEG       SCZ Expression p-value   BPD Expression p-value   SCZ GWAS p-value   BPD GWAS p-value   Function
  ---------- ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  DDR1       0.0377                   0.0099                   0.0001             0.0175             Collagen activated receptor tyrosine kinase, neurite outgrowth
  LSS        0.0036                   0.0255                   0.0021             0.0065             Sterol biosynthesis, cholesterol metabolism, alcohol metabolism
  MAN1A1     0.0461                   0.0012                   0.0020             0.0145             Mannosidase activity, hydrolase activity, protein glycosylation
  NTRK3      0.0091                   0.0042                   0.0000             0.0039             Neurotrophin signaling, ErbB signaling
  PPM1A      0.0749                   0.0055                   0.0120             0.0327             Protein phosphatase, negative regulator of stress response pathways
  TGFA       0.0261                   0.0274                   0.0146             0.0367             Growth factor, involved in cancers, regulation of actin cytoskeleton, adherens junction
  PRPF3      0.0260                   0.0013                   0.0095             0.0034             Pre-mRNA processing factor, mRNA splicing
  MRPL33     0.0176                   0.0070                   0.0131             0.0025             Mitochondrial ribosome protein
  MATR3      0.0281                   0.0190                   0.0034             0.0474             Nuclear matrix protein
  CNNM3      0.0000                   0.0208                   0.0329             0.0028             Cyclin M3, possible magnesium transporter
  FAM49B     0.0369                   0.0022                   0.0067             0.0126             \-
  SUFU       0.0127                   0.0211                   0.0136             0.0205             Negative regulator of hedgehog signaling
  C10orf26   0.0449                   0.0074                   0.0001             0.0344             Regulated by miR-137, glycosylation
  C2orf18    0.0136                   0.0043                   0.0184             0.0034             \-
  OTUD7B     0.0249                   0.0016                   0.0221             0.0112             \-
  SLC12A9    0.0351                   0.0032                   0.0392             0.0234             Potassium/chloride transporter
  SLC44A2    0.0196                   0.0012                   0.0116             0.0345             \-
  AS3MT      0.0205                   0.0190                   0.0000             0.0394             Arsenic metabolism
  AKTIP      0.0059                   0.0235                   0.0009             0.0075             Endosome to lysosome transport, lysosome organization, vascuolar transport
  FNDC4      0.0049                   0.0378                   0.0000             0.0166             \-
  ZNF34      0.1002                   0.0016                   0.0421             0.0177             \-
  LBH        0.0167                   0.0003                   0.0185             0.0273             Transcription factor involved in limb bud and heart development, WNT signaling pathway
  JAM3       0.0023                   0.0268                   0.0009             0.0064             Tight junction, cell-cell junction, adherens junction
  COG7       0.0504                   0.0019                   0.0090             0.0013             Golgi vesicle transport, intracellular transport, protein glycosylation

###### 

DCEGs enriched with rare variants in schizophrenia subjects

  Q-value cut-off (Number of genes)   SCZ    BPD                    
  ----------------------------------- ------ -------------- ------- -------
  0.10 (885)                          0.36   **6×10^−7^**   −0.24   0.850
  0.05 (213)                          0.40   **0.007**      0.15    0.730
  0.01 (53)                           0.39   0.200          −0.06   0.720

###### 

Pathways enriched with DCEGs (q\<0.05)

  Pathway Name                                  \# Genes   Contributing Genes                           Adjusted P-Value^[a](#TFN1){ref-type="table-fn"}^   DCEG Candidates from Replication Dataset
  --------------------------------------------- ---------- -------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
  Lysosome                                      5          *AP3B1, TPP1, CTNS, CTSK, AP1S2*             0.0041                                              *SLC11A1*
  Huntington\'s disease                         6          *NDUFA4, CYCS, NDUFA5, CREB5, REST, ITPR1*   0.0041                                              *NDUFV3*
  Small cell lung cancer                        4          *CYCS, TRAF4, CDK4, LAMB3*                   0.0082                                              *COL4A1, COL4A2, LAMC2, CCNE2*
  Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis              4          *MARCKSL1, PLA2G4A, GSN, LIMK1*              0.0082                                              *RAC2*
  Glyoxylate and dicarboxylate metabolism       2          *GRHPR, AFMID*                               0.0123                                              *MCEE*
  Regulation of actin cytoskeleton              5          *GSN, RDX, PAK3, FGF13, LIMK1*               0.0164                                              *ITGA5, RAC2, SOS2*
  Pancreatic cancer                             3          *RALB, SMAD4, CDK4*                          0.0200                                              *RAC2*
  Alzheimer\'s disease                          4          *NDUFA4, CYCS, NDUFA5, ITPR1*                0.0316                                              *NDUFV3*
  Glycine, serine and threonine metabolism      2          *CHDH, PSAT1*                                0.0328                                              *PSPH*
  Fructose and mannose metabolism               2          *PFKFB4, FUK*                                0.0346                                              *FPGT*
  GnRH signaling pathway                        3          *ADCY6, PLA2G4A, ITPR1*                      0.0346                                              *SOS2*
  Basal transcription factors                   2          *GTF2IRD1, GTF2E1*                           0.0346                                              
  Pyruvate metabolism                           2          *GRHPR, LDHD*                                0.0394                                              
  Vascular smooth muscle contraction            3          *ADCY6, PLA2G4A, ITPR1*                      0.0407                                              *ACTG2*
  Amino sugar and nucleotide sugar metabolism   2          *FUK, UGP2*                                  0.0417                                              *FPGT*
  Glutathione metabolism                        2          *IDH1, MGST3*                                0.0475                                              
  Axon guidance                                 3          *PAK3, LIMK1, SEMA6A*                        0.0475                                              *EFNB1, RAC2*
  Parkinson\'s disease                          3          *NDUFA4, CYCS, NDUFA5*                       0.0478                                              *NDUFV3*

p-value was calculated by hypergeometric test and adjusted by Benjamini-Hochberg method.
